
Binance clone script is a prefabricated, secure, reliable, and bug-free 
cryptocurrency exchange script that is an accurate clone of a famous 
cryptocurrency exchange - Binance. We designed and developed without 
encroaching on the copyright violations of the original software consumed 
with all necessary features of Binance. 

Features of Binance Clone Script 

Decentralized Exchange: 

Integrated decentralized exchange for your clients to trade cryptos 
proficiently by having full access to the crypto resources. 

Liquidity Swap: 

Live display of trade and exchange details, and gives potential trade signals 
and permits the trading clients exchanges with endorsed tie coins and 
stable coins. 

Matching & Trade engine: 

Trade Engine design is planned to convey hassle free crypto exchange 
through its fast matching and trading engine. 

Crypto pairing & Listing: 

The Dynamic Crypto pairing and posting is a fundamental part of any Crypto 
Exchange, Binance offers it through it's easier framework. 

Payment Gateway: 

The Binance Clone Script offers compliance with various accessible 
Payment Gateways adding to improved client usability. 

Unlimited Cryptos & Tokens: 

Our Crypto Exchange Platform interact in a lot of crypto traders by 
providing unlimited Cryptocurrencies, Tokens, Stablecoins. 

IEO launchpad: 



IEO (Initial Exchange Offering) launchpad enable clients to trade their 
favourable cryptocurrencies on the platform and raise funds for their 
business 

Two- Factor Authentication: 

Our Binance Clone Script Provides High Level security features to 
Transactions through its Two-Factor Authenticated exchanges. 

Why Choosing Hivelance For Binance Clone Script Development? 

Hivelance is the pioneer cryptocurrency exchange script development 
company that offering ready-made binance clone script with cutting edge 
technology and trending features which promoting different methods of 
the exchange. Our team of developers having years of experience in 
developing a Cryptocurrency Exchange platform like Binance with premium 
features. Our Binance clone script gives the users more flexibility when 
they trade.  

Build your own Cryptocurrency Exchange like Binance within 10 days! 
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